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Emerald PUD Snapshot
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• Began service in 1983; took over from Pacific Power

• 555 square miles around Eugene-Springfield

• 10 customers per line mile

• 56 aMW annual retail load

• 130 MW peak retail load

• 60% residential

• 40% commercial/industrial
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EPUD’s “Grid Management Initiative”

What does it 
all mean? 

Lots and lots 
of data!

10 year investment plan to upgrade the utility’s technology systems

Advanced Metering Infrastructure (AMI)

Geographic Information System (GIS)

Outage Management System (OMS)

Work Order and Staking System



The Data Analytics Value Curve
Key Question:

How can we leverage our 
investment and get real 
value from our data?

We were not comfortable 
waiting to address this 
question!

Source: Utility Analytics Institute



“Off the Shelf” Options
• The market is full of software packages promising to 

translate data into dashboards and charts

• Some even advertise capabilities in machine learning 

and predictive analytics

• These solutions may be useful in some cases but we 

found they either: 

1) Lack the ability to customize – OR –

2) Require some level of statistical expertise

• Our utility was looking for an easier entry point with 

greater flexibility to address real-world issues



Data Analytics as a Service
• What if we could have ongoing access to an actual 

team of data scientists that know the utility 
industry?

• Avoid staffing up to deal with off the shelf software

• Develop custom solutions as needs change over 
time

• One of our existing partners, The Energy Authority, 
was interested in developing such a service

• We agreed to be an early adopter but were 
hesitant to put a lot of money into an unproven 
model… 



APPA DEED Grant
• DEED to the rescue!

• This idea proved a great fit for the DEED program

• Smaller public power utility trying to do something 
“big” 

• A new business model with potentially broad 
applicability

• Utility and partners willing to share in the costs

• $50,000 grant was approved in mid-2018 to:

• Determine real-world value from advanced analytics

• Prove even small and medium sized utilities can 
benefit

• Pilot project timeline: July 2018 – October 2019



Early Project Ideas
• Transformer Load Management

• Fraud and Tampering Detection

• Malfunctioning Meter Identification

(vs. true zero usage accounts)

• Distribution System Connectivity Mapping

(validating physical audit data)

• Energy Efficiency Targeting

• Custom Retail Rate Designs 



Adjusting to Real World Needs
• Even as the project took shape, our world was changing at the utility

• Energy Efficiency and Rate Design took on new importance

• Continued load growth throughout our service territory

• Negative customer reaction to our tiered rate structure

• Capacity shortfalls and power market volatility increased in the 
Northwest

• Traditional risk management tools less available

• Required us to consider other approaches to manage peak demand

• Focus of the advanced analytics pilot shifted to deal with these 
issues



Practical Questions to Answer
• Can we identify customers with the highest potential for energy efficiency savings? 

• Can we verify that a customer has performed an energy efficiency measure?

• Can we quantify the actual savings resulting from energy efficiency measures?

• Can we reduce peak demand by designing an optimized time of use rate structure?



Question 1: High Potential EE 
Customers
• Issue: The traditional approach to energy efficiency is inefficient and costly

• Blanket our entire customer base with program offerings

• Offer the same incentives to everyone regardless of savings potential

• What if we could determine which customers offer the most potential benefit?

• Offer targeted communications, personalized follow up, and custom incentives

• Far more “bang for the buck” in terms of staff time and program spending



Question 1: Results
• Advanced analytics work 

identified an initial list of  
“outlier” energy users

• This resulted in EPUD’s 
first targeted marketing 
campaign for high users

• Direct mailers sent out 
during Q4 2019 with 
response rates being 
tracked for analysis.



Question 1: Early Case Studies
• 1,800 square foot home identified as an outlier

• Staff noted $600 winter heating bills

• In person audit revealed multiple issues

• Turns out customer is elderly and in poor health 

• Staff recommended a new heat pump and duct repair

• Expected to save nearly $400/month in the winter

• 2,500 square foot home also identified as an outlier

• In person audit revealed several unique issues

• Staff worked with customer to reduce pump operation

• Also provided education on behavioral changes

• Potential savings of $100+ per month

30 year old inefficient 
electric furnace

Detached ductwork.
Crawl space was almost 90 

degrees!

Koi pond with three 
pumps running 24x7

Central thermostat set to 75 
degrees. Window open upstairs. 

“It’s too hot.”
Note: Images above are illustrative and not of actual customer property.



Question 2: EE Project Verification
• Issue: Verifying that customers have actually completed an EE project is time 

consuming

• We can either spend staff time to drive out and perform inspections… OR

• Accept on good faith that customers have installed the heat pump, water heater, etc.

• What if we could detect whether or not a project has been completed using AMI 
data? 

• Avoid intrusive and costly in-home inspections 

• Focus staff time on exceptions that don’t seem to indicate completion



Question 2: Results
• Initial analytics work has focused on 

identifying heat pump installations

• Although it’s still early, several findings 

have already been identified: 

• Project completion dates are often 

listed incorrectly

• Some customers do actually increase

usage after installing a heat pump (e.g. 

former wood stove users)

• This approach can also be used to 

identify electric vehicle owners



Question 3: Quantify EE Savings
• Issue: Measurement and verification of energy efficiency savings is often imprecise

• We rely on “deemed” savings figures published by regional authorities

• In reality, we have no proof that we’re actually seeing lower usage from our EE programs

• What if we could quantify the actual savings occurring for specific programs? 

• Justify the investment for our Board and management team

• Allow us to compare programs against one another based on real savings



Question 3: Results
• Initial analytics work has focused on 

quantifying heat pump water heater savings

• Looking at the entire program, it appears we 
are, in fact, saving very close to the 
“deemed” amounts we had been assuming

• This type of insight allows us to have more 
informed conversations with regulatory 
agencies 

• In the future, we hope to be able to 
challenge these agencies on programs 
where our findings disagree with “deemed” 
savings



Question 4: Time of Use Rate Design
• Issue: Designing an optimal Time of Use rate structure is difficult for a smaller utility

• To do so correctly requires hiring specialists or expensive consultants

• Taking shortcuts leads to bad results (relying on high level assumptions vs. hourly detail)

• What if we could leverage our analytics service to assist in retail rate design? 

• Infrastructure is already in place to work with hourly usage data

• Platform allows for quick and flexible scenario analysis 



Question 4: Results
• Initial Time of Use scenarios have been 

developed to establish a range of possibilities

• Staff is currently developing a pilot program 
by iterating through these scenarios and 
assessing the impact on: 

• Peak demand shape

• Revenue collection

• Customer bills

• The advanced analytics service allows our 
staff to focus on these high level business 
impacts rather than system setup and number 
crunching



Issues and Lessons Learned to Date
• Data quality is an ongoing challenge (try to anticipate)

• Our hidden issue: voltage data precision 

• Also missed reads/communication issues

• The more historical data, the better the analysis

• We still have less than 2 years of AMI data

• This limits the scope of certain studies

• Accuracy of analysis will increase over time

• Advanced analytics as a service has numerous advantages

• Direct access to data scientists that know the utility industry

• Custom, flexible solutions that can change with business needs

• Less software setup and integration time frees up employees



Questions?

Kyle Roadman

Power Manager, Emerald PUD 

kyle@epud.org

541-744-7455

mailto:kyle@epud.org
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